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_________________________________________________________________________________
ABSTRACT— This paper investigates PID controller tuning using genetic algorithm, modified genetic algorithm
and particle swarm optimization techniques. The proposed techniques are compared to PID controllers tuned by the
Ziegler-Nichols technique. Closed-loop simulations are conducted using MATLAB and the genetic algorithm toolbox
for two applications, a DC-Motor and an Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). The overshoots, rise time and settling
time with the proposed techniques are shown to be better than those of the conventionally tuned PID controllers.
Keywords— PID-controller, DC-Motor, AVR system, Genetic Algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization.

_________________________________________________________________________________
1. INTRODUCTION
The Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is one of the earliest control techniques and is still widely used
in the industry due to ease of implementation, robust performance and physical principle simplicity. A PID control is a
linear control methodology with a very simple control structure. This type of controller operates directly on the error
signal, which is the difference between the desired output and the actual output and generates the actuation signal that
drives the plant [3]. In order to achieve appropriate closed loop performance, three parameters of the PID controller must
be tuned [1]. Tuning methods of PID parameters are classified as traditional and artificial intelligence (AI) methods.
Conventional methods such as Ziegler-Nichols method do not provide optimal PID tuning parameters and usually results
in closed-loops responses characterized by oscillations and a large overshoot [2]. Artificial intelligence approaches such
as genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization have been applied successfully to solve the optimization problem of
tuning PID controller parameters for performance. This article is organized as follows: A brief overview of the PID
controller algorithm is given in section (2). The artificial intelligence techniques adopted in this work are discussed in
section (3). In section (4), the performance indices for the optimization problems are presented. The AI tuning techniques
are validated by MATLAB simulations of a DC motor and an AVR system in section (5).

2. PID CONTROLLER
There are several parameters that most process control systems aim to control. These include the rise time (the time
required for the controlled parameters to go from 10 to 90% of the final desired values), settling time (the time required
for the transient’s damped oscillations to reach and stay within ±2% of the steady-state value) and the maximum
overshoot (the maximum amount that the controlled variables overshoot the desired values). The PID control signal is
given by equation (1) [4]:
(1)
Where
is the control signal and
is the error, which is difference between the desired set point and the
measured process variable. The controller parameters consists of the proportional gain ( ), the integral time ( ) and the
derivative time ( ) [4, 5].
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In the design of PID controller the amount of integral
is identified to reach to an intended error in steady
state. As shown in Figure 1, the PID controller has three basic terms: proportional action, in which the actuation signal is
proportional to the error signal, integral action, where the actuation signal is proportional to the time integral of the error
signal and derivative action
, where the actuation signal is proportional to time derivative of error signal. The
values of the three parameters ( ,
and
) must to be adjusted so that the control input provides acceptable
performance.
Proportional Term

+

+
Set point r(t)

Derivative Term

Output y(t)

+

Plant

+

Integral Term

Figure 1: Closed loop PID controlled system
Tuning of the PID controller involves choosing the ,
and
that provide satisfactory closed loop performance.
These parameters must be selected so that the characteristics: response speed, settling time and proper overshoot rate, all
of which guarantee the system stability and performance, would be satisfied. The main method for this purpose is based
on trial and error, which is time consuming. There are different processes for different composition of proportional,
integral and differential gains. The role of control engineering is to adjust the gains to attain the error reduction and
dynamic responses simultaneously. The transfer function of PID controller is defined as follows in equation (2) [2]:
(2)

3. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
3.1 GENETIC ALGORITHMS (GA)
Genetic Algorithms (GA’s) are stochastic global search methods that simulate the process of natural evolution
resulting in a family of computational models inspired by evolution. The genetic algorithm starts with no knowledge of
the correct solution and depends entirely on responses from its environment and evolution operators (i.e. reproduction,
crossover and mutation) to arrive at the best solution. By starting at several independent points and searching in parallel,
the algorithm avoids local minima and converges to sub-optimal solutions. In this way, GA’s have been shown to be
capable of locating high performance areas in complex domains without experiencing the difficulties associated with
high dimensionality, as may occur with gradient decent techniques or methods that rely on derivative information [6, 7].
Figure (2) shows the steps of creating and implementing the genetic algorithm.
The sequence can be illustrated in steps as follows:
Step 1: Initialize a population of individuals where each individual represents a potential solution to the problem at hand.
Step 2: Apply a fitness function to evaluate the quality of each solution.
Step 3: The selection process is applied in iterations to form a new population. The selection process is biased toward the
fitter individuals to ensure that they will be part of the new population.
Step 4: Individuals are altered using evolutionary operators. The two most frequently used evolutionary operators are
mutation and crossover where:
 Mutation: Mutation introduces diversity to the population by introducing new genes into the genetic pool. During
mutation individual agents undergo small random changes that lead to the generation of new individuals. This
assists in reducing the possibility of agents being trapped within local optima.
 Crossover (or Recombination): This process is synonymous to mating. During crossover two individual agents
combine to produce an offspring. The main objective of crossover is to explore new areas within the search space.
Step 5: The above-mentioned steps are repeated until the swarm converges to an optimal or sub-optimal solution [8].
The genetic Algorithm advantages are [9]:
 Optimization with continuous or discrete variables.
 Derivative information is not required.
 Simultaneously searching a wide sampling of the cost surface.
 Dealing with a large number of variables.
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 Fitting for parallel computers.
 Optimization of the variables with extremely complex cost surfaces (they can jump out of a local minimum).
 Supplying a list of optimum variables, not just a single solution.
 Encoding the variables so that the optimization is done with the encoded variables.
 Working with numerically generated data, experimental data, or analytical functions.
These advantages are exciting and produce better results when traditional optimization approaches fail.
Start

Create Population

Generation = 0

Evaluate Fitness Value

Perform Selection,
Crossover, and Mutation
Process

Generation = Generation
+1

No

Gen > Max generation or min
performance index reached

Yes
End

Figure 2: Genetic Algorithm Flowchart

3.2 PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO)
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was inspired from the social behavior of bird flocking. Computer algorithms
simulate the complicated flocking behavior of birds [8]. In a PSO system, a swarm of individuals (called particles or
intelligent agents) fly through the search space. Each particle represents a candidate solution to the optimization problem.
The position of a particle is influenced by the best position visited by itself (i.e. its own experience) and the position of
the best particle in its entire population [10]. The best position obtained is referred to as the global best particle. The
performance of each particle is measured using a fitness function that varies depending on the optimization problem.
Modification of the particles position is realized by the position and velocity information according (3) and (4)
respectively [11, 12]:
(3)
(4)

Where:
: current

velocity of particle at iteration ,

: new velocity of

particle i next at iteration k +1,
: cognitive acceleration constant (self-confidence),
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: social acceleration constant (swarm confidence),
: current position of particle i at iteration k,
: new position of particle i at next iteration k+1 ,
: personal best of particle i ,
: Global

best of the population.

Figure (3) illustrates the general flowchart for the PSO technique. The sequence can be described as follows [13]:
Step 1: Generation of initial conditions of each particle. Initial searching points ( ) and the velocities ( ) of each
particle are usually generated randomly within the allowable range. The current searching point is set to
for each
particle. The best evaluated value of
is set to
and the particle number with the best value is stored.
Step 2: Evaluation of searching point of each particle. The objective function is calculated for each particle. If the value
is better than the current
value of the particle, then
is replaced by the current value. If the best value of
is better than the current
, the
value is replaced by the best value and the particle number with the best
value is stored.
Step 3: Modification of each searching point.
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) differs from The Genetic Algorithm (GA) in the following:
 PSO is generally faster, more robust and performs better than GA’s especially when the dimension of the problem
increases.

PSO performance is insensitive to the population size (however, the population size should not be too small). PSO
with smaller swarm sizes perform comparably better than GA’s having larger populations [8].
Start

Generation of initial condition of each
particle.

Evaluation of each searching point of each
particle.

Modification of each searching point

NO
Iteration = iteration + 1

Termination criteria
met?

Yes
End

Figure 3: The Flowchart of Particle Swarm Optimization [14].
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4. PERFORMANCE INDICES
The performance index (objective function) is used to evaluate the system’s performance, whether the aim is to
improve the design of a system or to design a control system.
a) Integral of the Square of the Error (ISE):
ISE is determined by equation (5); the squared error is mathematically convenient for analytical and computational
purposes.
(5)
a) Integral of the Absolute Magnitude of the Error (IAE):
IAE gets the absolute value of the error to remove negative error components. IAE is particularly useful for
computer simulations studies, calculated by equation (6).
(6)
a) Integral of the Time Absolute Magnitude of the Error (ITAE):
ITAE weighs the error with time and hence emphasizes the error values later on in the response rather than the initial
large errors as shown in equation (7) [15, 16].
(7)
In Modified Genetic Algorithm (MGA) the objective function is illustrated as in equation (8).
(8)
The variables α, β and δ are the improvement factors. By adjusting these factors, the PID controller parameters to
achieve the desirable closed loop characteristics of the system can be obtained. The performance of the PID controller
can be significantly improved for the predetermined control objectives [17].

5. APPLICATIONS
This article applies the artificial intelligence tuning methods to two models; DC motor and an Automatic Voltage
Regulator (AVR). The performance of the closed-loops controlled by a PID tuned using the proposed techniques are
compared to loops tuned with Ziegler-Nichols method. The closed-loop simulations were run on MATLAB (MATLAB
version 8.0.0.783) where the Genetic Algorithm (GA), Modified Generic Algorithm (MGA) and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) were implemented using the genetic algorithm toolbox. Figure (4) illustrates the block diagram of
tuning PID-controller using the Genetic Algorithm (GA), the Modified Genetic Algorithm (MGA) and the Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) for both the DC-Motor and the Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) in closed-loop.
GA/MGA/PSO

+

Output y(t)
PID controller

Set point r(t)

Plant(DC-Motor/AVR)

.
Figure 4: Tuning PID Controller Based on GA, MGA and PSO.

5.1 POSITION CONTROL OF DC-MOTOR
A simulation is run with the DC-Motor that has the following specifications:
2hp, 230 v, 8.5 amperes, 1500 rpm
,
,
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,
,
(

S/rad).

The transfer function of DC-Motor is given by [18, 19]:
(9)
The step responses of DC-Motor controlled by a PI-Controller and PID-Controller for the proposed artificial
intelligence tuning methods versus the Ziegler-Nichols tuning are shown in figures (5) and (6) respectively. Tables (1)
and (2) present the controller parameters, maximum overshoot, rise time and settling time for the tuning techniques
investigated in this work for the PI controller and PID controller cases respectively.
TABLE 1: DC-Motor in Closed-Loop Controlled Using a PI-Controller

Tuning Method

ZN

GA

MGA

PSO

37.8

6.94

10.589

11.4274

151.2

0.011

0.012

0.002

63

0.0273

0.0128

0.00184

0.0423

0.291

0.157

0.14

0.752

0.547

0.288

0.246

The results given in table (1) show that the maximum overshoot using proposed Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
is reduced by 85% from the closest best result in Modified Genetic Algorithm (MGA). The rise time is reduced by 10%
while the settling time is reduced by 14%. This indicates that the performance of DC-Motor is improved significantly.
The results in table (2) show that the performance of the DC-Motor closed-loop with the PID controller is improved
using the proposed Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).
TABLE 2: DC-Motor in Closed-Loop Controlled Using a PID-Controller

Tuning Method

ZN

GA

MGA

PSO

49.41

14.859

19.873

32.6051

329.4

0.01

0.009

0.0125

1.852

3.589

3.221

1.0441

16.9

0.00542

0.00273

0.00141

0.0298

0.0258

0.184

0.08

0.355

0.771

0.541

0.0981

Figure 5: Step Response of DC-Motor with PI-Controller using ZN, GA, MGA and PSO.
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Figure 6: Step Response of DC-Motor with PID-Controller using ZN, GA, MGA and PSO.

5.2 AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR (AVR)
The role of an AVR is to keep the terminal voltage magnitude of a synchronous generator at a specified level. A
simple AVR system comprises of four main components, namely amplifier, exciter, generator, and sensor [20, 21]. The
transfer function of these components may be represented by equations (10), (11), (12) and (13) respectively [22]. The
block diagram of the AVR system with a PID-controller [21, 23] is shown in figure (7).
,

(10)

,

(11)

,

(12)

,

(13)

Figure 7: Block diagram of the AVR System with PID controller
Figures (8) and (9) show the step responses of the AVR system when controlled by PI-Controller and PID-Controller
for the tuning methods investigated.
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Figure 8: Step Response of The AVR System with PI-Controller using ZN, GA, MGA and PSO.

Figure 9: Step Response of The AVR System with PID-Controller using ZN, GA, MGA and PSO.
Tables (3) and (4) present the controller parameters, maximum overshoot, rise time and settling time for the tuning
techniques investigated in this work for the PI controller and PID controller cases respectively.
TABLE 3: AVR in Closed-Loop Controlled Using a PI-Controller

Tuning Method
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ZN

GA

MGA

PSO

1.093

0.413

0.424

0.4379

1.203

0.251

0.243

0.2329

78.7

18

17.5

16.9

0.289

0.604

0.598

0.59

15.2

3.38

3.36

3.35
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The results presented in table (3) show that the maximum overshoot using proposed Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) is reduced by 24% from the nearest best result in Modified Genetic Algorithm (MGA), rise time reduced by 2%
and settling time by 0.3% that indicates the performance of AVR system is improved. The results obtained for the PID
controller in table (4) show that the performance of AVR system is improved using the proposed Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO).
TABLE 4: AVR in Closed-Loop Controlled Using a PID-Controller

Tuning Method

ZN

GA

MGA

PSO

1.457

0.893

0.96

0.9564

2.006

0.848

0.826

0.6725

0.149

0.236

0.265

0.2613

53.4

9.37

7.82

5.95

0.249

0.326

0.301

0.301

3.63

1.64

1.22

0.926

6.

CONCLUSION

The PID controllers tuned using Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) exhibited better
steady-state response and performance indices than conventional tuning methods. The computation time for solving the
optimization is a fraction of a second. The controller tuned using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithms resulted
in the most satisfactory performance (no overshoot, minimal rise time, steady state error is equal zero). The simulations
for PSO tuned PID controllers show that it results in higher quality solution with better computational efficiency. The
proposed PSO method is robustly stable and is more efficient than the GA method in solving the tuning problem of PID
controllers.
7.
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